
How can I fill an entire column on the subject of the lowly
RESET command? While many ISPF Edit users frequently
use the simple RESET (or RES) command without any

parameters, this month I’ll cover the many parameters that can accom-
pany the RESET primary command.

Using the RESET command with parameters can be helpful, especially
if you are using sophisticated editing techniques such as exclusion, find
color highlighting and edit labels. Also, there is one thing that a plain
RESET command does NOT reset. This needs to be explained as well.

RESET BASICS

Since an ISPF Edit (or View) session has loaded all of its data into
memory, the on-screen view of such data is entirely virtual. That is,
unless you issue the commit-like SAVE command every so often, the
data being edited in memory is just that—data in memory. It does not
match the data as it last looked on the disk drive.

Having the data memory-resident makes it easy for ISPF Edit to
insert special lines, allow line command entry and temporarily hide
lines (EXCLUDE) from the display.

However, all of this on-screen manipulation can cause the editor’s
display to become confusing, messy and distracting. Fixing the mess is
the function of the RESET command. It resets the display of the edit
data so that no special lines, exclusion or any other visual distractions
appear on-screen.

Many ISPF Edit users routinely issue the RESET command as soon
as they enter an edit session that displays warning messages. Every
ISPF Edit user has seen these sometimes annoying (but useful) mes-
sages that warn about numbering conflicts, unprintable characters in
the data and other things.

RESET COMMAND

The RESET command is available only as a primary command. When
entered without any trailing parameters, it cleans up the edit display. That’s
about all there is to say about it with the notable exception of edit labels.

Edit labels are not removed by a simple RESET command. Edit
labels are added to an edit session by typing a .Label in the left-hand
line numbering area. They can also be placed by edit macros. They
have many valuable uses, most of them related to placing lines within
a range. I will cover their usage in a future column.

The reason that a plain RESET doesn’t remove edit labels is that they
are normally placed with great care to either make a specific line easy

to locate (with the LOCATE command) or to isolate a range of lines. It
would be too easy to inadvertently remove such careful labeling with a
plain RESET command.

RESET COMMAND WITH A SINGLE TRAILING
PARAMETER

FIGURE 1 explains each of the parameters that can be used with the
RESET command. As usual, I highly recommend reading the ISPF
tutorial on the RESET command. Use the Tutorial Index as a shortcut.

� From any ISPF tutorial screen, enter an I and press enter.
� Now in the Index, enter an R (for RESET) and press enter.
� The Indexed subjects that begin with R are in alphabetical order;

RESET is on the second page.
� Entering R25 and pressing enter should take you to the ISPF

Edit RESET command tutorial.

When reading about the parameters, both in FIGURE 1 and the tutori-
al, bear in mind that when a single parameter is used in conjunction
with the RESET command, only the type of line or condition controlled
by the single parameter is cleared.
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When issued with a single parameter, only the named parameter condition (line,
label, color, etc.) is reset. 

Command → RESET LABEL (Also RES LAB)
Used to explicitly remove any line level edit labels. 

Command → RESET COMMAND (Also RES CMD)
Used to remove all unprocessed (pending) line commands.

Command → RESET ERROR (Also RES ERR) 
Used to remove all lines flagged with ==ERR> special line.

Command → RESET CHANGE (Also RES CHG) 
Used to remove all lines flagged with ==CHG> special line.

Command → RESET EXCLUDED (Also RES X, RES EX or RES EXC)
Used to remove all lines temporarily excluded from the display.

Command → RESET SPECIAL (Also RES SPE)
Used to remove all “special” lines from the display. 

Command → RESET FIND (Also RES F) 
Used to remove all special FIND color highlighting.

FIGURE 1: THE PARAMETERS OF THE RESET COMMAND
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RESET COMMAND WITH MULTIPLE TRAILING
PARAMETERS

Any two or more RESET parameters can be combined into a sin-
gle command invocation. For example, to RESET only pending line
commands and change lines, the following multi-parameter RESET
command could be issued:

Command → RESET CMD CHG

No other conditions (find color highlighting, excluded lines, etc.)
would be reset by this command; only pending line commands and
change lines. Any combination of valid trailing parameters, in any
order, could be used to selectively reset certain screen conditions.

While I will be the first to admit that issuing a plain RESET com-
mand to clean everything up is easy and tempting to issue, sometimes it
is prudent to take a moment and think a bit before issuing such RESET.
At least remember that there are parameters for the RESET command.

RESET COMMAND WITHIN A RANGE OF LINES

Like many ISPF Edit commands, the RESET command also honors
syntax to process only a range of lines. Such a range is established
either through the use of edit labels or by exclusion. FIGURE 2 shows a
screen example using RESET ERR with an edit label range.

The exclusion method involves getting a range of lines temporarily
excluded, either by way of line or primary commands and then using
the “X” character in the RESET command. To be honest, this method
doesn’t work too well, for me anyway. It is documented in the tutorial
but doesn’t seem to interact with all possible reset parameters.

RESET AT NON-EDIT SCREENS

In addition to being an ISPF Edit primary command, RESET is also
an ISPF Browse, ISPF Member List and ISPF Data Set List command.
FIGURE 3 explains what the RESET command does at these other
screens. In general, RESET in ISPF always acts to clean up things on-
screen and to reset the appearance of the display.

CONCLUSION

I use exclusion a lot when editing source code. Frequently, I spend a
good amount of time carefully setting up the excluded lines. I also use
the Find Color Highlighting feature of ISPF edit extensively. Between
these two conditions, both of which are valid parameters of the RESET
command, is where I find myself using a lot of parameter-specific and
range-specific resets.

Find Color Highlighting, while useful and productive, sometimes
highlights more than I care to see highlighted. I find myself using
“RESET FIND” quite a bit to remove some of this excessive highlight-
ing without disturbing my carefully established excluded lines.

RESET CMD is also useful in cases where you have misplaced a line
command and you just want it removed, wherever it has been placed,
without disturbing anything else.

I’m sure that interested readers can come up with more uses for some
cleverly placed, parameter-driven RESET commands.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic
Corporation, a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He can be reached at con-
logco@attbi.com.
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At any of these other screens, RESET can also be entered simply as RES.

ISPF Browse 
Only function is to remove a COLUMNS line if one is present.

ISPF Member Lists
Clears all pending line commands and removes any text
contained in the Prompt (Enhanced Member Lists) or Rename
(Standard Member Lists) fields.

ISPF Data Set Lists (Such as Option 3.4 or Option 11)
Clears all pending line commands, excluded lines and the
Message field

FIGURE 3: RESET AS A PRIMARY COMMAND AT OTHER ISPF UTILITIES
AND SCREENS

The edit labels are the red .A and .B that appear in the line command area on what
would be line 700 and 1400. Note the ==ERR> line that appears after the .B label. It
was NOT reset by the RES ERR .A .B command, visible in the command line, because
it is outside the label range.

FIGURE 2: USING THE RESET COMMAND WITH THE ERR(OR)
PARAMETER WITHIN AN EDIT LABEL RANGE
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